Staying Connected to
the Internet Onboard.

B

oats present unique challenges
for staying connected, because
they operate remotely.

Depending on where they
travel it can be difficult reaching reliable internet sources. Wave WiFi
specializes in hardware solutions that keep
boats online further and provide the fastest
possible connections.
The Rogue series combines an ethernet converter and antenna in one
housing which is ideal
for boats under fifty feet.
Rogue receivers can be
plugged directly into a
computer with a supplied
ethernet cable which
also provides power.
Installation is easy with
a single cable run. The
Rogue Wave is a single
band unit with its own rail
mount and is an inexpensive solution for smaller sailboats. The
Rogue Reach uses 1”-14 mounts and has
a water-resistant housing so that it can be
ratchet mounted. The Reach is available in
both single and Dual Band and works well
on Center Consoles and other open boats.
The top of the line Rogue PRO DB has a
stainless-steel housing, uses 1”-14 fixed
mounts and has a low profile antenna. The
PRO DB works well on all types of powerboats from pocket cruisers up to mid-size
motoryachts, express cruisers, sportfisherman and larger cruising sailboats too. The
Rogue PRO DB (Duel Band) uses both
2.4Ghz and 5Ghz allowing boaters to gain
access to WiFi from further away but also
at faster speeds when available.

The MBR 550 SIM activated cellular
system/wireless router allows multiple
onboard devices to connect wirelessly
to the Internet simultaneously. A builtin universal SIM slot in the MBR 550
provides access to cellular networks when
out of WiFi range. The auto failover system
of the MBR 550 can be configured to automatically switch sources. A vessel at the
slip is connected to WiFi using a Rogue or
Professional series transceiver. Once the
vessel gets under way it uses the WiFi signal until it is out of range. Then the MBR
550 transfers over to the SIM port and
internet connectivity resumes using the
cellular connection. If the vessel is satellite
equipped, the system can transfer to satellite when out of cellular range. Controls
are easily programmed into the system to
limit access by source, user, data speed,
and usage. An optional external cellular
antenna provides increased range. Buyers
can choose their carrier by purchasing
their own SIM cards. SIM cards can easily
be changed so multiple carriers can be
used. To avoid roaming charges pre-paid
SIMS can be purchased in foreign ports.
Wave WiFi has various economical SIM
card plans but end users are not required
to use them.
Wave WiFi’s professional series products
are designed for larger recreational and
commercial vessels. They consist of a white
box transceiver housed inside the vessel
connected by low loss cables to high gain
external antennas. Both single and Dual
Band receivers are available. The Dual

Band HP-DB-AC uses MIMO (Multiple
Input Multiple Output) to connect at the
fastest possible speeds and transmits at
the maximum legal power. The top of
the line Tidal Wave includes a universal
SIM slot for easy cellular connectivity. All
professional series units can be connected
to onboard routers like the MBR 550 and
to Yacht APs (Access Points) that help
propagate signal in hard to reach areas of
larger vessels.
All Wave WiFi products have an easy to
use Graphic User Interface (GUI) that
makes it simple to identify and connect
to WiFi hot spots by showing their name,
signal strength, frequency and encryption
status. Built in electronic user manuals
make the products easy to use and one
click firmware updates keep systems fresh.

